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Hardware Components & Specifications 
 
PC Requirements 
 
 CPU: Intel i3 Dual Core or Equivalent 
 Storage: 256 GB HDD or greater hard drive space 
 Memory: 4 GB RAM 
 Display Resolution: 1024x768 
 Network: 1 Available Ethernet (CAT-5/RJ45) Port 
 GPU: OpenGL 3+, 3D Capable with at least 128MB of dedicated memory. 
 Supported Operating Systems: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 
 Set IP Address to: 192.168.10.2 
 
Supported Scale Indicators 

 Walz-7000 w/Ethernet Option 
 RiceLake-920i w/Ethernet Option 
 Avery WeighTronix - ZM305, ZM405 w/ Ethernet Option 
 Set IP Address to: 192.168.10.4 
 
4 Port Ethernet Switch / Router 
 
 Any 100/10 capable router 
 4 Available Ethernet LAN ports 
 Set IP Address to: 192.168.10.1 
 
LED Remote Display With Traffic Signal 
  
 Serial to Ethernet Converter 
 Set IP Address to: 192.168.10.3 
 
RFID Reader 
 
 30 ft read range  
 Set IP Address to: 192.168.10.5 
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Operating Modes 
 
Overview 
 
The Yield Pro software is designed to operated entirely automated or manually. While in 
automated mode the system utilizes as RFID Reader and system settings to auto populate ticket 
fields with appropriate values. When running the Yield Pro manually each ticket has these field 
values selected by the scale operator or truck drivers. 
 
Automated Mode 
 
Fully unattended mode allows you to pre-configure ticket data to a RFID tag, to attach to the 
captured weights of a truck. This is used when you have no personnel onsite to administer and 
maintain ticket data. Or you do not wish to place the selection of that ticket data into the hands 
of your truck drivers. 
 
Some considerations when using "Automated Mode" mode are: 
 

x Only one truck, driver, bin, farm, field, commodity, and destination will be used per RFID 
tag for any tickets generated from Yield Pro, until these individually configured RFID tag 
values are changed. 

 
To enable the "Automated Mode" in Yield Pro perform the following steps.  
 

1. From the "Main Menu" press the "Settings" button.  
2. Toggle the "Automated Mode" option so that it is set to "On".  
3. Click the "Save & Exit" button.  

 
While Yield Pro is set to "Automated Mode" the system will operate with the following workflow 
logic. 
 
1. Driver proceeds with truck onto scale. 
2. The trucks RFID tag is read by RFID reader. 
3. Once scale weight exceeds 10,000 lbs, the system generates ticket for that truck. 
4. Yield Pro displays the automated scale capture interface. 
5. Is "Automated Direction" option set to Harvest Mode or Market Mode? 

5.1. Harvest Mode (Inbound) 
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5.1.1.    The system assumes that this is an inbound load and that the first weight 
 captured for this ticket will be the loaded weight and that the second weight 
 captured for this ticket will be the empty weight. 

5.1.2.    The system monitors the scale weight for stability, the screen should read 
 "waiting for stability". 

5.1.3.  Once the weight is stable, the automated scale capture interface displays a 15 
 second countdown timer.  

5.1.4.  Once the timer countdown completes the loaded weight will be captured. If at 
 any time the weight becomes unstable, the timer will cease and the "waiting for 
 stability" message will display again, until the weight becomes stable. Then the 
 countdown will begin again. 

5.1.4.1. If for any reason the weight does not stabilize the countdown will not 
 begin. 

5.1.4.1.1. In the case of failed stabilization the automated scale capture 
 interface does contain a "Force Capture" button that may be used 
 to force the capture of the currently display weight. 

5.1.4.1.2. This could be caused by scale hardware issues or by extreme wind.  
5.1.4.1.3. If you experience this repeatedly, even when there is no wind, 

 please contact your scale company as it may be a sign that your 
 scale needs serviced. 

5.1.5.  If there is an LED Remote Display with Traffic Signal connected to the system and 
 the countdown completes it will change the Traffic Signal to green to signal to 
 the driver that the weight has been captured and that they may proceed. 

5.1.6.  In order for the software to proceed with the empty weight on the ticket, the 
 scale weight must drop below a pre-determined threshold.  

5.1.6.1. This is achieved by either unloading  the truck commodity while still on 
 the scale or by the truck proceeding off of the scale to unload the 
 commodity. 

5.1.7.  Once the weight drops below this threshold, it will know that the loaded weight is 
 now complete and that the ticket empty weight may be captured at any time. 

5.1.7.1. The RFID tag must be presented a second time. 
5.1.7.2. Yield Pro displays the automated scale capture interface. 
5.1.7.3. The system monitors the scale weight for stability. 
5.1.7.4. Once the weight is stable, the automated scale capture interface displays 

 a 15 second timer.  
5.1.7.5. Once the timer countdown completes the empty weight will be 

 captured. 
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5.1.7.6. If there is an LED Remote Display with Traffic Signal connected to the 
 system it will now display the Traffic Signal as green to indicate to  the 
 driver that the weight has been captured and that they may proceed. 

5.2. Market Mode (Outbound) 
5.2.1.    The system assumes that this is an outbound load and that the first weight 

 captured for this ticket will be the empty weight and that the second weight 
 captured for this ticket will be the loaded weight. 

5.2.2.    The system monitors the scale weight for stability, the screen should read 
 "waiting for stability". 

5.2.3.  Once the weight is stable, the automated scale capture interface displays a 15 
 second countdown timer.  

5.2.4.  Once the timer countdown completes the empty weight will be captured. If at 
 any time the weight becomes unstable, the timer will cease and the "waiting for 
 stability" message will display again, until the weight becomes stable. Then the 
 countdown will begin again. 

5.2.4.1. If for any reason the weight does not stabilize the countdown will not 
 begin. 

5.2.4.1.1. In the case of failed stabilization the automated scale capture 
 interface does contain a "Force Capture" button that may be used 
 to force the capture of the currently display weight. 

5.2.4.1.2. This could be caused by scale hardware issues or by extreme wind.  
5.2.4.1.3. If you experience this repeatedly, even when there is no wind, 

 please contact your scale company as it may be a sign that your 
 scale needs serviced. 

5.2.5.  If there is an LED Remote Display with Traffic Signal connected to the system and 
 the countdown completes it will change the Traffic Signal to green to signal to 
 the driver that the weight has been captured and that they may proceed. 

5.2.6.  In order for the software to proceed with the loaded weight on the ticket, the 
 scale weight must raise above a pre-determined threshold.  

5.2.6.1. This is achieved by either loading the truck commodity while still on 
 the scale or by the truck proceeding off of the scale to load the 
 commodity. 

5.2.7.  Once the raises above this threshold, it will know that the empty weight is  now 
 complete and that the ticket loaded weight may be captured at any time. 

5.2.7.1. The RFID tag must be presented a second time. 
5.2.7.2. Yield Pro displays the automated scale capture interface. 
5.2.7.3. The system monitors the scale weight for stability. 
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5.2.7.4. Once the weight is stable, the automated scale capture interface displays 
 a 15 second timer.  

5.2.7.5. Once the timer countdown completes the loaded weight will be 
 captured. 

5.2.7.6. If there is an LED Remote Display with Traffic Signal connected to the 
 system it will now display the Traffic Signal as green to indicate to the 
 driver that the weight has been captured and that they may proceed. 

6. Is the "Moisture Entry Required" option set to Required? 
6.1. Required 

6.1.1.  The ticket will be listed under "My Tickets" accessible from the "Main Menu". 
6.1.2.  Find your ticket in the list. 
6.1.3.  Highlight your ticket. 
6.1.4.  Press the "Moisture" button on the toolbar. 
6.1.5.  Enter your "Moisture Sample Weight" 
6.1.6.  Enter your "Moisture %" 
6.1.7.  Press the "Save" button. 
6.1.8.  The ticket is now complete and it will be marked as closed. 
6.1.9.  A printable ticket will be generated as a PDF file located in your 

 "%INSTALLDIR%\Tickets\" folder.  
6.1.10. Optionally: If you have a printer installed on the system named "YieldPro Printer" 

 it will print a half-sheet 8.5x5.5 formatted ticket. 
6.2. Not Required 

6.2.1.  The ticket is now complete and it will be marked as closed. 
6.2.2.  A printable ticket will be generated as a PDF file located in your 

 "%INSTALLDIR%\Tickets\" folder.  
6.2.3.  Optionally: If you have a printer installed on the system named "YieldPro Printer" 

 it will print a half-sheet 8.5x5.5 formatted ticket. 
7. If during the weight capture process or moisture entry process the system finds that the 

Empty weight is heavier than the Loaded weight for the ticket it will swap those weight 
values.  

 
Manual Mode 
 
Manual Mode allows a system operator to have complete control over the ticket data and 
weight capturing process. This is especially useful when complete verification of ticket data is 
required. 
 
To enable the "Manual Mode" in the software perform the following steps.  
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1. From the "Main Menu" press the "Settings" button.  
2. Toggle the "Automated Mode" so that it is set to "Off".  
3. Click the "Save & Exit" button.  

 
Some considerations when using "Manual Mode" mode are: 
 

x A dedicated system operator must run the system to create tickets and manually capture 
weights. 

x Optionally this may be performed by your truck drivers. 
 
While Yield Pro is set to Manual Mode the following order of operations occurs: 

 
1. Driver enters scale. 
2. Scale Operator / Driver presses "My Tickets" from "Main Menu" 
3. Scale Operator / Driver presses "New" button on the toolbar at the bottom of the "My 

Tickets" screen 
4. Scale Operator / Driver selects Truck. 
5. Scale Operator / Driver selects Trailer. 
6. Scale Operator / Driver selects Farm. 
7. Scale Operator / Driver selects Field. 
8. Scale Operator / Driver selects Commodity. 
9. Scale Operator / Driver selects Bins. 
10. Scale Operator / Driver selects Destination. 
11. Scale Operator / Driver selects Inbound/Outbound. 
12. Scale Operator / Driver selects whether to use a stored tare or use a new tare for this ticket. 
13. Scale Operator / Driver presses "Save" button. 
14. Scale Operator / Driver finds ticket in "My Tickets" list. 
15. Scale Operator / Driver presses loaded/empty/moisture on the toolbar. 
16. Loaded 

16.1. Scale Operator / Driver watches for stable weight. 
16.2. Scale Operator / Driver presses capture weight button. 

17. Empty 
17.1. Scale Operator / Driver watches for stable weight. 
17.2. Scale Operator / Driver presses capture weight but 

18. Moisture 
18.1. If "Moisture Entry Required" set to "Required" 
18.2. Scale Operator / Driver enters Moisture Sample Weight. 
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18.3. Scale Operator / Driver enters Moisture %. 
19. The ticket is now complete and it will be marked as closed. 
20.  A printable ticket will be generated as a PDF file located in your 

 "%INSTALLDIR%\Tickets\" folder.  
21.  Optionally: If you have a printer installed on the system named "YieldPro Printer"  it will 

print a half-sheet 8.5x5.5 formatted ticket. 
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Driver Selection Prompt 

 

 
 

x If you plan to operate Yield Pro in Automated Mode you will use the built in 
Administrator account. 

x If you plan to operate Yield Pro in Manual Mode, with a scale operator, it is 
recommended to use the built in Administrator account. 

x If you plan to operate Yield Pro in Manual Mode, with the drivers creating and 
processing their own tickets it is recommended to create an account for each driver so 
that everything they do in Yield Pro can be done under their own account. 
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Main Menu 
 

 
 
Upon selecting the account to use for software operation you will be presented with the Main 
Menu. From here you will navigate to various other screens with in Yield Pro. 
 
Along the bottom of the Main Menu you will find the "System Status". This line of information 
will show you the current scale weight output, whether Yield Pro is set to communicate through 
TCP/IP or Serial RS232 to the scale, if Yield Pro is set to operate in Automated Mode, and 
whether or not Yield Pro is communicating with the RFID Reader.  
 
Note: If you have set the software to operate in Automated Mode a RFID Reader and tags are 
required.  
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Settings 
 

 
  

x IP Address is the IPV4 network address of the scale indicator. 
x Camera IP is the IPV4 network address for one of the models listed for snapping a 

picture to attach to a ticket. 
x Moisture Entry Required will determine whether or not your tickets will require moisture 

% and moisture sample weight to be completed and closed. 
x Automated Mode will toggle the system in to and out of automated mode. 
x Automated Direction determines which direction automated tickets are going in regards 

to the material into or out of bins. 
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My Tickets 
 

 
 
My Tickets shows a list of tickets generated within Yield Pro. By default it only shows open 
tickets that are missing information. A ticket consists of ticket data, loaded weight, empty 
weight, and moisture readings. Once all of these pieces are present on a ticket it will be marked 
complete. To view completed tickets you will check the "Show Closed Transactions" checkbox. 
 
The row of buttons on the bottom of the screen are referred to as the Toolbar. 
 
To add / capture a loaded weight for a ticket, highlight the ticket then click the "Loaded" button 
on the toolbar. If a loaded weight has already been captured for this ticket the button will not be 
enabled and you will see a weight value listed in the "Loaded Weight" column. 
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To add / capture an empty weight for a ticket, highlight the ticket then click the "Empty" button 
on the toolbar. If an empty weight has already been captured for this ticket the button will not 
be enabled and you will see a weight value listed in the "Empty Weight" column. 
 
To enter the moisture sample weight and moisture % for a ticket, highlight the ticket then click 
the "Moisture" button on the toolbar.  
 
To manually add a new ticket to the system click the "Add" button on the toolbar. Refer to the 
section "Creating a new ticket" for more information. 
 
To manually edit an existing ticket, highlight the ticket then click the "Edit" button on the 
toolbar. Refer to the section "Edit an existing ticket" for more information. 
 
To delete a ticket from the system, highlight the ticket then click the "Delete" button on the 
toolbar.  
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Creating a new Ticket  
 

 
 

After initiating a new ticket the user will be presented with ticket data fields to complete. 

By clicking into a field, a list dialog will appear to select an item to populate a given field. 

Select whether this is an Inbound or Outbound ticket. 

Select whether you want to use an existing stored tare or get a new tare for this ticket.  
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Edit an existing Ticket 
 

 
 
After opening a ticket for edit the user will be presented with ticket data fields that can be 
changed. 

By clicking into a field, a list dialog will appear to select an item to populate a given field. 

Select whether this is an Inbound or Outbound ticket. 

Select whether you want to use an existing stored tare or get a new tare for this ticket.  
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Capturing a Weight 
 

 
 
Capturing a weight is relatively straight forward. 

Wait for the weight to stabilize, then click the capture weight button. 
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Manual Weight Input 
 

 
 
If you are not connected to scale or you are entering a weight from a scale ticket you would 
click the "Manual Weight" button and then enter the weight value in.  
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Moisture Entry 
 

 
 
Enter the moisture % from your moisture reader. 

Enter the sample weight size you provided to the moisture reader. 

Click the save button. 

If you want to skip moisture shrink for this ticket load press the skip button. This will close the 
ticket without shrinking the ticket load.  
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Yield Pro Ticket 
 

 
 
A Yield Pro ticket contains all of the information captured and saved on a ticket when it was 
captured in the system.  
 
A ticket PDF file is generated in the %INSTALLDIR%/Tickets folder. 
If you have a printer connected to the Yield Pro computer named "YieldPro Printer" it will print 
the PDF file. 
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My Reports 
 

 
 
There are two primary reports for Yield Pro.  
 
T productivity report which lists all of the tickets with subtotals for the selected report 
parameters. Alternately you can export the same data to a CSV file. 
 
The Bin Inventory report will show the current level of a selected bin. 
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Destination Maintenance 
 

 
 
Fields marked with a * are required. 
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RFID Tag Maintenance 
 

 
 
Fields marked with a * are required. 
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Farm Maintenance 
 

 
 
Fields marked with a * are required. 
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Field Maintenance 
 

 
 
Fields marked with a * are required. 
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Commodity Maintenance 
 

 
 
Fields marked with a * are required. 
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Vehicle Maintenance 
 

 
 
Fields marked with a * are required. 
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Driver Maintenance 
 

 
 
Fields marked with a * are required. 
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Bin Maintenance 
 

 
 
The Level fields should not be changed other than when the system is initially setup. These fields 
are calculated based off of the ticket loads going into and out of a selected bin. 
 
Fields marked with a * are required. 
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Yield Pro Cloud 

 
With a Yield Pro Cloud subscription you can sync, backup, and view your ticket data online at 
anytime from anywhere. Note: An active internet connection is required from your Yield Pro 
device in order to sync data to the cloud. 
 
In addition to having secure access to your ticket data online, you also get access to annual 
software updates, and remote software support. 
 
Please contact Walz Scale to learn more about Yield Pro Cloud 
 
http://yieldprosoftware.com 
 

 


